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A HEAVY ATTACK ON BREMEN

It was a clear and cloudless sky over Bremen last night. Our bomber

crews had no difficulty in identifying the town, and, by using many flares,

they were able to see their target through the haze below. The enemy put

up a stiff resistance - there were many encounters with night fighters and

the anti-aircraft barrage was intense - but the bombers got through and

delivered a fierce attack.

Bremen, the second largest port in Germany, with a population of over

350,000, is thick with railways, industries and shipbuilding ..yards. On the

railway line from the Ruhr to Hamburg, which'passes a little south-east of

the town, the goods traffic is as dense as anywhere in Germany, There is

a large marshalling yard in the northern suburbs of Bremen, and a network

of Junctions In the middle of it.

The harbour is served by a four-track goods line. In the dock area

ore the great Deschimag shipyards, one of the biggest submarine building

yards in Germany. Nearby is the Deutsche vacum oil works, the most

important refinery of high-grade lubricant in the country.

The Atlaswerke shipyards, where auxiliary naval equipment is produced,
the coke ovens andglass furnaces of the Norddeutsche Hutte A,G,, flour

mills, grain silos, seed-crushing plant, and other food industries arc all

to be found within the dock area.

In the southern part of Bremen are the works and aerodrome of the

Focke-Wulf Flugzeugbau, where fighters and Kondor types of Focke-Wulf

aircraft are assembled and tested.

The whole of the attack was concentrated "within about half an hour.

One particularly large fire was seen in the dock area, with smoke rising

from it to a Height of some 10,000 feet, and in other industrial parts of

the town more fires, large and small, were breaking out and spreading as the

attack went on.

"We could see flames reflected in the River Weser," said a pilot,
"and the outlines of buildings showing black against the fires,"

The mid-turret and tail gunners of a Halifax claimed to have destroyed

a Junkers 88. The enemy approached from the stern, firing as it came and

causing some damage# The tail-gunner waited until the enemy was within

200 yards and then opened fire. The Junkers climbed quickly, only to

become an immediate target for the mid-turret as well as the tail-gunner.

They saw their bullets entering the underside of the Junkers, which turned

almost completely over and spun down to earth.


